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"There’s a live-wire spontaneity to Mekas’s writing, an excitement sparked by his sense of
beauty, by his sheer pleasure in cinematic imagination, and it’s connected to a soulful sense of
inwardness and empathy." –The New YorkerAndy Warhol, Susan Sontag, John Lennon & Yoko
Ono ― Jonas Mekas was well acquainted with a great many New York artists. Born in Lithuania,
he came to Brooklyn via Germany in 1949 and began shooting his first experimental films there.
Mekas developed a form of film diary in which he recorded his daily observations. He became
the barometer of the New York art scene and a pioneer of American avant-garde cinema. Every
week, starting in 1958 he published his legendary Movie Journal column in the Village Voice,
writing on a range of subjects that were by no means restricted to the world of film. He
conducted numerous interviews with artists, some of which will now appear for the first time in
his Scrapbook of a Diarist. The book contains published and unpublished texts that reveal
Mekas as a thoughtful diarist and an unparalleled chronicler of the day ― a phenomenon that
has continued now for over fifty years.

“Essential … reminds us that all good writing comes only from good (that is, patient, attentive,
loving) looking.”—Andrew Marr, New Statesman“Berger’s prose manifests an ethics of the
committed gaze, a great sympathy for the human animal in pain and a great anger for the
political conditions that extend that pain unnecessarily. As he wrote recently: ‘What has
prompted me to write over the years is the hunch that something needs to be told and that if I
don’t try to tell it, it risks not being told.’ The humbleness of the word ‘hunch’ in that statement
tells you all you need to know.”—John Douglas Millar, Frieze“Essential reading not just for our
political moment but outside it. He was a monument, a world of his own; at the same time, his
thinking and his art—which are the same thing—address themselves at once to the past, the
present, and the future.”—n+1“Life has more light and colour after an encounter with Berger.”—
Art Newspaper“Berger is a masterful observer, a trait that lends his writing a profound element of
artistry: these essays read like sketched studies of an as-yet-painted masterwork … these
worldly essays are timeless, inspiring works of critical observation.”—KirkusPraise for John
Berger:“John Berger teaches us how to think, how to feel how to stare at things until we see what
we thought wasn’t there. But above all, he teaches us how to love in the face of adversity. He is a
master.”—Arundhati Roy, author of The God of Small Things“I admire and love John Berger’s
books … Not since Lawrence has there been a writer who offers such attentiveness to the
sensual world with responsiveness to the imperatives of conscience. He is a wonderful artist and
thinker.”—Susan Sontag“One of the most influential intellectuals of our time.”—Sean O’Hagan,
Observer“Berger is a writer one demands to know more about … an intriguing and powerful
mind and talent.”—New York Times“Best Books of 2018”—ObserverAbout the AuthorStoryteller,



novelist, essayist, screenwriter, dramatist and critic, John Berger is one of the most
internationally influential writers of the last fifty years. His many books include Ways of Seeing,
the fiction trilogy Into Their Labours, Here Is Where We Meet, the Booker Prize winning novel G,
Hold Everything Dear, the Man Booker–long-listed From A to X and A Seventh Man.Tom
Overton catalogued John Berger’s archive at the British Library. He has curated exhibitions at
King’s Cultural Institute, Somerset House and the Whitechapel Gallery, and his writing has been
published by the LRB blog, New Statesman, Apollo, White Review, Various Small Fires, Tate, the
British Council and others.
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gerdo, “... it which i had not seen so ut is great to have it in my possession best re gerd .... this
book has a long interview with me in it which i had not seen so ut is great to have it in my
possession  best re gerd s”

Mazzinghi Lucia, “Five Stars. love mekas, his poems, his videos and movies”

Jon S., “Five Stars. Total blast”

James B. Mccann, “Wonderful Book!!. I DID NOT purchase this on Amazon but instead donated
to Kickstarter to help publish it. Spector books published it. I was not about to wait til it reached
the shelves here but instesd ordered a copy right from the publisher. I had read I Had Towhere
To Go by Jonas Mekas and was very excited to read about his exploits after the fifties. Mr Mekas
is considered to be the godfather of the American avant-garde and I agree. His autobiography is
told in short films he takes nearly every day of his waking life. However he has also written alot
about film and the people he has met and worked with thru the years. This book is a collection of
these writings. the book is a joy to read and a celebration of the life of the writer. Even if you are
not that interested in the art of the period there is still much to enjoy in this book. I strongly urge
anyone who came to this page curious about the man or the book to buy this. While I'm not the
best writer of reviews I say all this from the heart. Really a good and fun book to read.”

Cliente Ebook Library, “Ideal para admiradores del cineasta y de la época. Aunque tengo la
edición en tapa blanda, el libro desprende un encanto único; es una recopilación de artículos,
entrevistas y material gráfico muy bien seleccionado. Altamente recomendable tanto para los
admiradores de Jonas Mekas, como para aquellos interesados en acercarse a un lugar y un
periodo tan fascinante, cambiante y creativo como la Nueva York de los años 50 y 60 (los
escritos posteriores a esa época son puntuales y simbólicos).”

The book by Jonas Mekas has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 11 people have provided feedback.
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